The re-use of previously validated designs is critical to the evolution of synthetic biology from a research discipline to an engineering practice. Here we describe the Synthetic Biology Open Language (SBOL), a proposed data standard for exchanging designs within the synthetic biology community. SBOL represents synthetic biology designs in a communitydriven, formalized format for exchange between software tools, research groups and commercial service providers. The SBOL Developers Group has implemented SBOL as an XML/RDF serialization and provides software libraries and specification documentation to help developers implement SBOL in their own software. We describe early successes, including a demonstration of the utility of SBOL for information exchange between several different software tools and repositories from both academic and industrial partners. As a community-driven standard, SBOL will be updated as synthetic biology evolves to provide specific capabilities for different aspects of the synthetic biology workflow.
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Synthetic biology treats biological organisms as a new technological medium with a unique set of characteristics, such as the ability to self-repair, evolve and replicate. These characteristics create their own engineering challenges, but offer a rich and largely untapped source of potential applications across a broad range of sectors 1, 2 . Applications such as biomolecular computing 3 , metabolic engineering 4 , or reconstruction and exploration of natural cell biology 5, 6 commonly require the design of new genetically encoded systems. As engineers, synthetic biologists most often base their designs on previously described 'DNA segments' (see Supplementary Table 1 for definitions of selected terms) to meet their design requirements. Reuse of the DNA sequence for these segments involves their exchange between laboratories and their hierarchical composition to form devices and systems with higher level function.
Every engineering field relies on a set of 'standards' 7 that practitioners follow to enable the exchange and reuse of designs for 'systems' , 'devices' and 'components' . Similarly, the representation of synthetic biology designs using computer-readable 'data standards' has the potential to facilitate the forward engineering of novel biological systems from previously characterized devices and components. For example, such standards could enable synthetic biology companies to offer catalogs of devices and components by means of computerreadable data sheets, just as modern semiconductor companies do for electronics. Such standards could also enable a synthetic biologist to develop portions of a design using one software tool, refine the design using another tool, and finally transmit it electronically to a colleague or commercial fabrication company.
In order for synthetic biology designs to scale up in complexity, researchers will need to make greater use of specialized design tools and parts repositories. Seamless inter-tool communication would, for example, allow the separation of genetic network design from network simulation, and the separation of both from codon optimization and synthesis. The wide adoption of a design standard would allow the growing number of software tools to more directly support an integrated design workflow 8 involving synthetic biologists from both research and commercial institutions. p e r s p e c t i v e Furthermore, a 'standard exchange format' for synthetic biology designs would dramatically improve the ability to reproduce published results 9 . Currently, it is extremely difficult to extract workable designs from literature because designs are usually described using imprecise and error-prone English prose. All too often, critical information is accidentally omitted or implicitly assumed, and critical data, such as the final, exact DNA sequences, are simply not available.
Although standards have been proposed for experimentally measuring some key characteristics of synthetic biological parts [10] [11] [12] and for constructing composite DNA 13 , descriptions of the designs themselves have not been standardized. Furthermore, standard file formats for importing and exporting DNA sequences, such as FASTA 14 , GenBank's flat file format (http://www.insdc.org/documents/featuretable) and GFF (http://www.sequenceontology.org/gff3.shtml), cannot be easily adapted to accommodate the unique requirements of synthetic biology design. Synthetic biology is about the design of novel DNA to perform a desired function, rather than sequencing an extant molecule. (For a specific comparison of the differences between GenBank and SBOL file formats, see Supplementary Table 2.) These requirements include the ability to describe partial or incomplete designs, as well as the capacity to create hierarchical designs that organize 'DNA components' to achieve a desired function. Ultimately, synthetic biology workflows require the ability to encode additional information beyond an annotated sequence, including, among other things, environmental and experimental context information, computational models of behavior and measurements of performance characteristics. Therefore, a new, extensible standard is required to achieve these goals.
Similar to the design of electronic circuits, synthetic biology designs are composed hierarchically from libraries of reusable components. Typical DNA components, such as 'promoters' , 'protein coding sequences' (CDS) and 'transcriptional terminators' , are described in terms of the functions they perform in a defined context. Reusability requires that such functional descriptions are unambiguous. The supplier of a DNA component library and the designer who uses components from that library must both use the same term to describe, for example, a CDS. No ambiguity can exist as to whether the CDS includes a start codon; the meaning must be made explicit by the definition of the term, so that it is used consistently.
Another aspect of synthetic biology design is its iterative nature. At the early stages of a design, a synthetic biologist may not yet have a specific DNA sequence chosen. Therefore, the specific sequence of a DNA component should be optional, to be specified at a later stage of the engineering process. The hierarchical composition of synthetic biology designs allows for a mix of DNA components with specified and unspecified sequences, permitting the designer to assign the sequences as the design matures and to exchange partial specifications with collaborators. Early-stage design may, for example, be ignorant about the actual order of some DNA components. If a standard requires the introduction of such constraints prematurely, it is likely to lead to unexpected dependencies and design flaws.
To address these requirements, this paper describes SBOL, a proposed standard for the representation of synthetic biology designs. Our long-term goal is to increase productivity in the design, building, testing and dissemination of synthetic biological organisms. The SBOL Developers Group is developing this standard to meet the specific needs of synthetic biologists. In addition to describing SBOL, this paper also presents preliminary work that demonstrates the potential benefit of SBOL and SBOL-compliant software tools to the community. In our illustrative example, SBOL allows synthetic biologists to create a partial design, send the design to other tools with different capabilities for further development, and then transmit the final design for archiving in several repositories.
SBOL Developers Group
Since 2008, SBOL has been under development by the SBOL Developers Group, a diverse group of both experimental and computational synthetic biologists from academic, governmental and commercial organizations. At this writing, the SBOL community has 76 delegates from 37 organizations (23 academic, 11 commercial, 2 governmental and 1 independent), who work across organizational and international boundaries to set priorities and reach agreement on the standard. Any practitioner may join the SBOL Developers Group, and we are continually reaching out to attract new members to broaden the representation of the synthetic biology community within the group. The outreach efforts of the SBOL Developers Group have helped to attract early adopters. Recently, 18% of self-identified synthetic biologists responding to a survey reported current use of SBOL and 10% past use 15 , the highest use among standards and methods for measurement, functional composition and data exchange in the survey. This base level of support forms a foundation for broader community adoption.
SBOL is an open standard in that participation in standardization activities is unrestricted to all affected interests 16 , essential information is publicly accessible on the web, and the standard can be used without cost. Additionally, as the needs of the community evolve, SBOL is also open to change. Community engagement and a democratic decision-making process steer the standard so that no one person's or organization's interests dominate its development.
To facilitate the ongoing standardization process and the development of extensions, the SBOL community has developed a formal governance structure. The SBOL effort is coordinated by five elected editors under the guidance of an elected SBOL chair. The editors represent the diverse backgrounds of the SBOL community and Figure 1 The SBOL core data model. A DNA component defines the design of a segment of DNA in terms of its required subcomponents, their sequential arrangement (for example, that one component must precede another) and, where known, its DNA sequence. This strategy allows us to specify (i) designs in which the sequence is undefined, partially defined or fully defined; (ii) hierarchical composition of components; (iii) unambiguously defined component types using Sequence Ontology (SO) terms 18, 19 , for example, Promoter, 5′ UTR; and (iv) collections of components for distribution to recipients. SBOL visual 20 , also being standardized by the SBOL Developers Group, enables the depiction of the structure of genetic designs in a standard graphical notation.
npg p e r s p e c t i v e serve two-year terms. They are responsible for documentation and community organization, whereas the SBOL chair helps coordinate funding and the overall development process. The SBOL editors monitor and incorporate amendments, proposals, and requests for revisions to the SBOL specifications coming from SBOL community members and from discussion within the SBOL Developers Group. All decisions affecting the specification of the standard are voted on, with each member of the SBOL Developers Group having equal say.
SBOL's community engagement and outreach efforts have been inspired by the tremendous success of the 'Systems Biology Markup Language' (SBML) 17 . The SBOL Developers Group took advantage of the lessons learned from the SBML community, including establishing an open, democratic organization; early inclusion of and engagement with young scientists; and regular meetings to build up and maintain excitement and consensus within the community. The community holds a minimum of two meetings per year to encourage familiarity with the field and to develop trust among the participants. The listing of these regular workshops can be found in Supplementary Figure 1 .
The SBOL standard The SBOL standard's foundation is a 'core data model' for the specification of DNA-level designs. This SBOL core defines biological building blocks as DNA components and enables their hierarchical composition, allowing specification of the substructure and lineage of each design component. SBOL core also offers a 'collection' data structure to group DNA components into meaningful libraries and catalogs. Details of the core data model can be found at http://www. sbolstandard.org/sbolstandard/core-data-model. The SBOL core leverages prior work in the development of the 'Sequence Ontology' (SO) 18, 19 , a controlled vocabulary with a strictly defined set of concepts and relationships for DNA sequences involved in a biological process. SBOL uses SO terms to unambiguously label components in a design. Figure 1 shows an example of a hierarchical arrangement of components, each being labeled with an appropriate SO term.
The SBOL core was first ratified and released by the SBOL Developers Group in November, 2011; version 1.1.0 was released in October 2012 to address a couple of issues requested by the community. The SBOL specification document 20 describes in detail the SBOL core, the requirements of the standard, use cases and software 
SBOL demonstration
In general, the multidisciplinary nature of synthetic biology requires extensive collaboration between its practitioners, not only between academic groups, but also between public institutions and private companies. In the following demonstration, SBOL enabled six academic and commercial groups using five different computational tools and four repositories to collaborate on the design of a genetic toggle switch 21 . SBOL facilitated core principles of synthetic biology design (Fig. 2) , including collaboration between experts working on different levels of biological detail, and an iterative workflow that starts from the abstract design of a genetic circuit before moving toward the specification and refinement of actual DNA sequences (all SBOL files involved in this demonstration are available in Supplementary Data Set 1 and described in Supplementary Table 3 ).
In the first stage of the toggle switch design, researchers at the University of Washington designed four composite DNA components using SBOL Designer (http://clarkparsia.github.io/sbol/), a software tool for creating and visualizing basic genetic designs in SBOL. Each composite DNA component represented one possible cassette of the genetic toggle switch and was annotated with the following subcomponents: a repressible promoter, a repressor cistron, up to one reporter cistron and a terminator. At this stage of the design, only DNA sequences for the repressible promoters and CDS within each cistron were imported through the Standard Biological Parts knowledgebase (SBPkb) 22 from the iGEM Registry of Standard Biological Parts (http://parts.igem.org/) using SBOL. The DNA sequences for the terminators and ribosome binding sites (RBS) within each cistron, on the other hand, were left unspecified, but their relative positions were indicated using SBOL 'precedes' relationships.
During the second stage of the design, these partially abstract toggle switch cassettes were sent by email to Boston University, where researchers translated it into Eugene 23 , a language to solve constrained combinatorial design problems in synthetic biology. In Eugene, these researchers imported the publicly available RBS and terminator sequences 24, 25 from the iGEM Registry through the Clotho platform 26 , and specified nonpublicly available terminator sequences manually. By using Eugene rules, the researchers pruned the number of possible toggle switch cassette variations that are fully annotated with DNA sequences.
In the final design stage, researchers at the University of Utah received the toggle switch cassettes and imported them into iBioSim 27 , a software tool for the design and analysis of genetic circuits. Using iBioSim, these researchers built biochemical reaction models and composite DNA components for the toggle switches from all variants of the imported cassettes. The end result is a collection of hierarchically structured models written in SBML and composite toggle switch DNA components written in SBOL, describing the behavior and structure, respectively.
Next, researchers at Life Technologies imported the variants of the toggle switch design into Vector NTI Express Designer, a software tool for sequence analysis and molecular biology design. Vector NTI can, for example, import SBOL files, identify elements of a designed device, optimize codon usage in a coding sequence for a targeted organism and request GeneArt service to perform gene synthesis of the design.
Finally, the completed toggle switches were sent to the Joint BioEnergy Institute for storage in the public inventory of composable elements (ICE) 28 repository (https://public-registry.jbei.org/), making them available to other researchers for future designs and construction. Additionally, and for these same reasons, the SBOL and SBML files containing the toggle switches were transmitted to researchers at Newcastle University for storage in their virtual parts repository (http://virtualparts.org/). Figure 2 Demonstration of collaboration to design a genetic toggle switch. The Washington team specified abstract designs in SBOL for the two toggle switch classes based on the design by Gardner et al. 21 npg p e r s p e c t i v e
The future of SBOL SBOL currently allows engineers to specify an unambiguous description of a DNA design in a hierarchical and fully annotated form; however, the complete specification of a design requires much more information than simply the DNA sequence. A complete description of a synthetic biology design also needs to represent other perspectives of the design, such as the dynamic behavior of the overall system and the context of the host organism into which the design is introduced. For this reason, SBOL has been designed to be extensible, allowing additional information to be included as the synthetic biology field develops. Several extensions are under active development, including a context extension and a modeling extension. The SBOL context extension describes the host organism used to realize the synthetic biology design and the environment under which it must operate for its intended function to be guaranteed. The context extension provides information about the physical context, including the strain of the host, the medium in which the host resides, the container in which the medium is stored, the environmental conditions and the measurement device used to study the context. Precise details about the experimental context are essential to the reproducibility of laboratory results. Details about this extension can be found at http://www.sbolstandard.org/community/sbol-working-groups/ hostcontext.
The SBOL modeling extension provides a mechanism for linking computational models to SBOL designs 29 . In this way, the modeling extension leverages the significant work done in the development of standards for modeling biological organisms, such as SBML 17 , the 'Biological Pathways Exchange' (BioPAX) 30 , and the 'Systems Biology Graphical Notation' (SBGN) 31 . The extension identifies the modeling language (for example, SBML 32 , CellML 33 , MATLAB, BNGL 34 ) of the linked model, as well as its modeling framework (for example, ODE, Stochastic, Boolean). Additionally, the extension can document interactions between components in a design, for example, the interaction of a transcription factor with a promoter. Each interaction includes terms from the 'Systems Biology Ontology' (SBO) to specify its type (for example, repression, activation) and the roles (for example, repressor, activator) played by its participating components. Details about this extension can be found at http://www.sbolstandard. org/community/sbol-working-groups/modelling.
To connect these extensions with SBOL core, the SBOL Developers Group has proposed extending the core with additional data structures for 'devices' and 'systems' , as well as, generalizing the notion of components to encompass protein and RNA components, in addition to DNA components. Devices gather components and subdevices on the basis of shared function, whereas systems pair devices with their shared context. Models are associated with systems because the behavior of devices is closely tied to the context in which they are used. Figure 3 summarizes these proposed extensions and how they connect with SBOL core. These extensions are being developed by small working groups within the SBOL Developers Group. Ultimately, extension specifications will be presented to and ratified by the entire group. As SBOL continues to mature, the SBOL Developers Group expects to add more extensions, handling an increasing range of the knowledge desired by practitioners to facilitate their interactions.
Conclusion
Since its inception in 2008, the SBOL community has grown to include academic, government and commercial organizations, and it is on a path to become a widely adopted community standard. As of this writing, SBOL is supported by 21 software tools, including both commercial and academic efforts. To facilitate the adoption process, the SBOL Developers Group has developed a written specification document and associated software libraries to enable third-party developers to include SBOL in their workflow and software tools. As one way to improve productivity, SBOL encourages and facilitates the description and sharing of designs through libraries. By encouraging adoption of SBOL, we also hope to improve the reproducibility of results in the field; if SBOL files are provided as supplementary material to journal articles, other researchers can more easily build on prior work.
More broadly, SBOL contributes to the implementation of principled engineering for biological organisms through standardization of the information exchange. However, SBOL faces several challenges, including a lack of dedicated funding for development, a need to better integrate efforts with other related standardization efforts, and the inherent challenges in coordinating efforts in an ever-growing developers group across many institutions, time zones and continents. Crucial to mitigating these challenges so far, and contributing to the success of this work, has been our open development process, organized around a diverse developers group that represents the broad activities in the synthetic biology field. Therefore, we hope that this paper serves both as an introduction and invitation to join this effort. We encourage synthetic biologists interested in joining to send an email to the SBOL editors (editors@sbolstandard.org). In establishing SBOL and its community, we strive to foster the translation of synthetic biology research into practice. npg p e r s p e c t i v e npg
